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Executive Summary

Pre-Renovation Asbestos & Lead Containing Materials Assessment
MST Operations & Maintenance Facility
One Ryan Ranch Road, Monterey, California

Executive Summary

The assessment was conducted February 21, 2015 by Sean Tillema, a State of California Certified Asbestos Consultant
(CAC 07-4257) and a State of California Lead Related Construction Certified Inspector / Risk Assessor (#1646).
This executive summary is not to be utilized as a stand-alone document. The report shall be read in its entirety. Any
interpretation, use, or conclusions resulting from the data contained in this report is the responsibility of the reader.
The following conclusions were arrived at from the field investigation and laboratory analysis. See the report body for
more information on the items listed below. A site plan is found in Appendix ‘A’. Laboratory reports are found in Appendix
‘B’. Photos of identified asbestos and lead hazards are in Appendix ‘C’.

Asbestos

✴

Roofing mastic, around roof penetrations, skylights, and parapet seams, contains 2% Chrysotile
asbestos. The roofing mastic is classified as a Category I, Non-Friable Asbestos Containing Material
(ACM). There is approximately 500 square feet of material, distributed on the upper and lower roof
levels.

✴

The HVAC fan units, concealed within the administrative office roof enclosure, have an asbestos
containing, pliable caulking applied to seal out moisture. The material contains 2% Chrysotile asbestos
and is classified as a Category I, Non-Friable ACM. There is less than 10 square feet of material
distributed on the fan units.

✴

All solid core doors, in the administrative offices and shop, are labeled as fire doors. While the doors
were likely manufactured recently enough to not contain asbestos fire proofing, this cannot be
confirmed until representative doors are cored through. If the doors will be disposed of during the
renovations, representative doors should be cored and sampled. If doors and hardware will be reused, no action is necessary. Until destructive investigation can occur, the doors are classified as
Regulated Asbestos Containing Material (RACM). There are approximately 47 suspect doors.

✴

In the maintenance shop, computer server and employee break rooms there is a glued up ceiling tile
system. The tile material was confirmed non-asbestos. However, the glue was inaccessible due to the
usage of the rooms and the destructive sampling necessary to access the glue. Either the ceiling tile
adhesive should be assumed a Category I, Non-Friable ACM or confirmation sampling should occur
once the facility is vacated. The area covered in the two rooms is approximately 350 square feet.

Lead-Paint & Lead Containing Ceramic Glazings
EPA Lead-Based Paint (LBP)

✴

EPA defined LBP (>1.0 mg/cm2) was not identified coating any of the representative painted
components sampled on the interior or exterior of the facility.

i
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S Tech Consulting was retained by Denise Duffy & Associates to conduct a pre-renovation asbestos, lead-based paint,
and lead containing ceramic assessment of the Monterey-Salinas Transit (MST) Operations and Maintenance Facility,
located at One Ryan Ranch in Monterey, California. Improvement plans call for extensive demolition to occur, resulting in
the removal of the majority of the interior finishes as well as substantial modifications to the building exterior. Due to the
age of the structure, building materials which will be impacted by the improvements, may contain asbestos or elevated
lead content. This assessment was conducted to identify existing asbestos and lead hazards to ensure the health and
safety of contract staff and future occupants, the correct disposal of hazardous materials, and compliance with regulatory
agencies.

Pre-Renovation Asbestos & Lead Containing Materials Assessment
MST Operations & Maintenance Facility
One Ryan Ranch Road, Monterey, California

Executive Summary - continued
Lead-Paint & Lead Containing Ceramic Glazings
Cal-OSHA Lead Containing Paint
Lead was identified at quantifiable levels in all paints and ceramics tested. Contractors must ensure
they are in compliance with the Cal-OSHA Lead in Construction Standard (CCR 1532.1). The standard
includes requirements for monitoring employee exposure to lead when certain trigger tasks are
completed. Contractors conducting work on this project should either conduct an exposure
assessment or have historical exposure data from other similar projects and protect their workers
accordingly. High risk tasks include torch cutting, grinding, and abrasive blasting.

Lead Containing Ceramic Tile

✴

Ceramic wainscot tile in the administration men’s and women’s restrooms and in the base tile of the
shop restrooms contains elevated lead, exceeding 5.0 mg/cm2. While not specifically regulated by
EPA, due to the high lead content, contractors should employ lead-safe work practices to ensure lead
particulate is not spread through the work area. Contractors must conduct waste stream
characterization to ensure the tile is properly disposed of. The total quantity of tile between the four
bathrooms is approximately 400 square feet. Note, the ceramic, mosaic restroom floor tile does not
contain elevated lead.

General Notes For Proceeding
Should demolition of load bearing walls be planned, a notification for demolition must be submitted to the
Monterey Bay Unified Air Pollution Control District (MBUAPCD) ten business days prior to starting work. Visit
the district at http://www.mbuapcd.org/. A copy of the survey must be submitted with the notification and
should remain onsite during asbestos removal and demolition activities. Additionally, if the fire doors will be
assumed RACM, a notification for the removal of RACM must be submitted to the MBUAPCD.
Verification of material quantities and site conditions are the responsibility of the contractors that will be
performing future abatement and demolition activities at this site. All estimates in this report will be
contractor field verified, prior to bidding any asbestos or lead-paint/ceramic removal work. Discrepancies
and/or questions should be addressed prior to bidding, not after.
Concealed areas may harbor additional suspect material. Care should be taken when accessing wall cavities or other
areas that provided limited access during the survey. Asbestos cement pipe was commonly used for flue pipes in wall
cavities and for underground utilities. Care should be taken when excavating. Should any additional materials be
discovered, call us and we will sample and analyze accordingly. At the time of the assessment, this was an operating
facility which limited our ability in some locations to conduct the level of destructive investigation commonly required for
such projects.
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✴

Pre-Renovation Asbestos & Lead Containing Materials Assessment
MST Operations & Maintenance Facility
One Ryan Ranch Road, Monterey, California

Introduction
S Tech Consulting was retained by Denise Duffy & Associates to conduct an assessment for asbestos and leadcontaining paints and ceramic glazings prior to major renovations occurring at the operations and maintenance building
for the Monterey-Salinas Transit Agency (MST). The facility, located at One Ryan Ranch Road will have the majority of
existing finishes removed to allow for major modifications to the structure to take place.

Asbestos
o

The performance of a pre-renovation asbestos survey inspection of the accessible areas in the demolition
scope of work. The asbestos assessment was in accordance with the Monterey Bay Unified Air Pollution
Control District guidelines.

o

An initial investigation to locate suspect ACMs.

o

Physical assessment of suspect materials.

o

The collection of bulk samples from suspect ACMs.

o

Laboratory analysis of collected samples.

Lead-Based Paints and Lead Containing Materials
o

A visual inspection of the painted and glazed surfaces in the areas where demolition will occur.

o

The usage of a portable X-ray Fluorescence device to determine the lead content in representative paints and
ceramics.

o

Laboratory analysis of collected paint chip samples where necessary.

All laboratory analysis was performed by AmeriSci Los Angeles, an independent and accredited laboratory.
All field inspection activities were conducted by Sean Tillema, a State of California Certified Asbestos Consultant (CAC
07-4257) and a California Department of Public Health Certified Lead Related Construction Inspector / Risk Assessor
(1646). Field inspection activities occurred February 21, 2015.

Property Description
The facility functions as the administrative offices for MST as well as the maintenance shop and vehicle storage yard. The
scope of this assessment was limited to the administrative/
maintenance building.
The original building was constructed prior to 1975. According
to information provided by MST, a catastrophic fire occurred
which required the near complete rebuild of the interior of the
administrative offices in the 1980s. The structure, being a CMU
building was not destroyed in the fire. Various improvements
have occurred to the building in recent years, including the
replacement of various floor finishes.
The administrative portion of the building is single story. The
vehicle service shop portion of the building is two story, to
accommodate the height of the buses. There are two open
mezzanines levels in the maintenance area.
1
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The purpose of the assessment was to evaluate the presence, extent and condition of any above-ground, accessible
suspect asbestos materials and lead containing paints/ceramics that may be impacted by the demolition activities. Both
the EPA and Cal-OSHA, amongst other agencies, require the identification of such hazards to protect the public,
workers, and the environment during renovation and demolition projects. The scope of work included an assessment for
the following:

Pre-Renovation Asbestos & Lead Containing Materials Assessment
MST Operations & Maintenance Facility
One Ryan Ranch Road, Monterey, California

Property Description - continued
Exterior Finishes
The facility is constructed of CMU block. The exterior of the building is partially clad in stucco siding over the block. The
upper, blue painted stucco has vertical scoring as a decorative element. Windows are all aluminum framed, store front
commercial style.

Attached to the shop portion of the building are two large canopy structures. The west facing structure is constructed of
metal with a corrugate metal roof. The north facing canopy is steel framed canvas structure.

Typical exterior finishes include exposed
painted CMU block, lower building stucco,
glass, and upper level blue stucco with a
decorative pattern.

Administrative offices tar & gravel roof.
Mechanical equipment enclosure is stucco
with wood framing.

Vehicle service shop tar & gravel roof.
Mechanical equipment enclosure is stucco
with wood framing.

2
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There are two main roof levels. The lower roof is associated with the administrative offices area. The upper level roof is
associated with the vehicle service shop. Both roofs have tar and gravel built-up roofing. Both roof levels have roofing
penetration, patch, and flashing mastics used in various locations including around skylights, vent pipes, parapet flashing
seams, and mechanical enclosure piers. The mastic has aged to a grayish tone.

Pre-Renovation Asbestos & Lead Containing Materials Assessment
MST Operations & Maintenance Facility
One Ryan Ranch Road, Monterey, California

Property Description - continued
Interior Finishes - Administrative Offices

All interior doors have fire door labels attached to them. Some of the labels have been painted over. Due to the facility
being in full-use during the assessment, it was not possible to compromise any of the door’s fire rating by coring into the
door to determine the fireproofing material used.
Above the ceiling the HVAC ducting was observed to be a combination of flex duct and metal ducting. Fiberglass
insulation was observed between ceiling joists. Non-fire proofed structural steel beams are also concealed above
ceilings.

Typical interior wall and floor surfaces.
Textured drywall, carpeting, vinyl cove base,
and vinyl floor tile.

Typical above ceiling conditions. Flex HVAC ducting,
firewalls, metal conduits, structural steel, fiberglass
batts.

Typical bathroom finishes. Ceramic tile wainscot,
mosaic ceramic tile flooring, drywall with skim coat.

3
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The interior of the administration office was reconstructed after a catastrophic fire. The interior walls are textured drywall.
Ceilings are a drop t-bar system which conceals mechanical equipments and pipe/duct runs. The majority of the ceiling
tiles are homogeneous 2’ x 4’ tiles. Flooring includes carpeting, ceramic tile, linoleum, and vinyl floor tile. Cove base is
either vinyl or ceramic.

Pre-Renovation Asbestos & Lead Containing Materials Assessment
MST Operations & Maintenance Facility
One Ryan Ranch Road, Monterey, California

Property Description - continued
Interior Finishes - Vehicle Maintenance Shop
This portion of the building is two story in height to accommodate the tall buses. The shop is mostly open space with
vehicle service bays. On the perimeter of the open service area, there a number of partitioned off offices, storage rooms,
men’s and women’s restrooms, a break room, a server room, and modular office structure. There are also two storage
mezzanines.
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Vehicle Service Shop - Drywall ceiling,
concrete floors, exposed structural framing,

Two Parts & Storage Mezzanines - Wood floors, drywall ceilings.

Offices, break room, and server room around the perimeter of shop
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MST Operations & Maintenance Facility
One Ryan Ranch Road, Monterey, California

Asbestos Containing Materials
Asbestos-containing material (ACM) is defined by the Federal Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) as material
containing more than one percent asbestos as determined by Polarized Light Microscopy(PLM), however, the
California Department of Occupational Safety and Health (CalOSHA) classifies any material having greater than one tenth
of one percent (>0.1%) asbestos as Asbestos-Containing Construction Material (ACCM). In combination, the EPA and
OSHA requirements govern the testing, handling and disposal of materials containing asbestos.

At the time of the asbestos survey, a material may be classified as non-friable in its undisturbed state but may be
rendered friable from damage or during removal phase based on the method of removal. For example, the usage of
mechanical removal methods (floor buffers, floor chippers, grinders, saws, heavy equipment) will likely create a friable
waste stream. Friable materials, or non-friable materials rendered friable, are referred to as ‘Regulated Asbestos
Containing Material’ (RACM). These materials require notification to the local air quality management district (AQMD) or
air pollution control district (APCD), prior to asbestos removal occurring.
Non-friable materials are divided into two categories; Category I Non-Friable ACM and Category II Non-Friable ACM. The
categories relate to the type of material and their likelihood for becoming friable when disturbed. This report identifies
materials in their state at the time of the survey as there is no way to predict what particular removal method a contractor
may choose to employ.
OSHA has its own classifications for asbestos and work related to asbestos. Cal-OSHA requires a State of California
Division of Occupation Safety & Health (DOSH) registered asbestos contractor to perform removal work when a material
has greater than 0.1% asbestos (ACCM). Trace asbestos, falling below classification as either ACM or ACCM are referred
to as ‘Unclassified Asbestos’. Even trace materials are regulated under 8 CCR 1529, which maintains universal
requirements to protect construction workers and general industry employees from unnecessary exposure to asbestos.
Prior to the asbestos sampling, a visual assessment of the suspect building materials that may be impacted by the
construction activities was completed. During the visual assessment, the building materials suspected of containing
asbestos were categorized by homogeneous areas. Materials are classified as homogenous when they appear uniform,
have a consistent texture and appear to have been installed at the same time.
The laboratory testing for the bulk samples was conducted in accordance with the recommended EPA Interim Method
for Determination of Asbestos in Bulk Samples (EPA-600/R-93/116, July 1993). All bulk samples were submitted to
Amerisci - Los Angeles, an accredited laboratory. Samples were analyzed on a standard turnaround, unless otherwise
noted in the chain of custody in Appendix ‘B’. A total of sixty-four bulk samples were collected from the buildings at the
site. At the laboratory, the samples were further separated into ninety individual materials for analysis. Following the
review of the initial PLM results, no additional analysis by the more precise 1000 Point Count Method was deemed
necessary.
Asbestos was identified in the materials listed on the following summary page. The summary table is
followed by tables listing all samples collected. Samples are plotted on site plans in Appendix ‘A’. Laboratory
analytical reports are provided in Appendix ‘B’. Photos of materials containing asbestos are included in
Appendix ‘C’
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The EPA’s National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants or NESHAP regulations dictate requirements for
activities involving renovation and demolition of buildings containing asbestos. In Monterey, Santa Cruz, and San Benito
Counties, the NESHAP regulations are administered and enforced by the Monterey Bay Unified Area Pollution Control
District (MBUAPCD). Outlined in the NESHAP regulations, 40 CFR 61, Subpart M, are categories for each asbestos
containing material (ACM, >1%) based on friability or the potential for a material to become friable. The word ‘Friability’
refers to a material’s likeliness to release airborne fibers in-situ, or under mechanical pressure.

Pre-Renovation Asbestos & Lead Containing Materials Assessment
MST Operations & Maintenance Facility
One Ryan Ranch Road, Monterey, California

Asbestos Containing Materials
A s b e s t o s S u m m a r y Ta b l e

Roofing Mastic
Penetration &
Flashing
Mastic appears
grayish black in
color

HVAC Caulking

Analytical Results

Classification

Approximate
Quantity

Upper and lower roofs - around
roof penetrations, skylights,
parapet flashing seams

2% Chrysotile

Category I, NonFriable ACM

500 SF
Distributed over
upper and lower
roof levels

Lower Administrative Roof Used as duct caulking on roof
mounted equipment within roof
enclosure

2% Chrysotile

Category I, NonFriable ACM

<10 SF
Distributed over
lower roof fan units

Locations

Throughout facility - interior and
exterior solid core doors with fire
door labels (see photo in
Appendix C)
Fire Doors
(Assumed ACM)

Ceiling Tile
Adhesive
(Assumed ACM)

Assumed - Until
RACM - Until
Unlikely to contain asbestos, confirmation sampling can confirmation sampling
though representative doors will
occur
occurs.
require coring to confirm nonasbetsos. Compromising the
doors was not possible during
assessment.

Shop Server and Break Rooms Ceiling tile material is nonasbestos.
Unlikely to contain asbestos,
Removal of tile to access
adhesive was not possible during
the assessment.

Assumed - Until
confirmation sampling can
occur

Category I, NonFriable ACM

47 Doors

350 SF
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Asbestos
Material

Pre-Renovation Asbestos & Lead Containing Materials Assessment
MST Operations & Maintenance Facility
One Ryan Ranch Road, Monterey, California

Asbestos Containing Materials - continued
The following table is a listing of all suspect asbestos containing materials collected from the site. Items
containing asbestos are identified in RED. See Appendix B for the full analytical reports.
A s b e s t o s

S a m p l e

L o g

Material Sampled

Sample Location

Analytical Results
NAD=No Asbestos Detected

001

Drywall / Joint Compound

Conference Room A - Storage

NAD

002

Drywall / Texture

Conference Room A - Storage

NAD

003

Vinyl Floor Tile - 12’’ x 12’’ w/
Glue

Conference Room A - Storage

NAD

004

Cove Base

Conference Room A - Storage

NAD

005

Cove Base Mastic

Conference Room A - Storage

NAD

006

Ceiling Tile - 2’ x 4’

Conference Room A

NAD

007

Vinyl Floor Tile - 12’’ x 12’’ w/
Specks

Passage to Restrooms

NAD

008

Cove Base - Black

Passage to Restrooms

NAD

009

Joint Compound

Admin. Men’s Restroom

NAD

010

Drywall / Joint Compound

Communications Office

NAD
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Sample
Number
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Pre-Renovation Asbestos & Lead Containing Materials Assessment
MST Operations & Maintenance Facility
One Ryan Ranch Road, Monterey, California

Asbestos Containing Materials - continued
The following table is a listing of all suspect asbestos containing materials collected from the site. Items
containing asbestos are identified in RED. See Appendix B for the full analytical reports.
A s b e s t o s

S a m p l e

L o g

Material Sampled

Sample Location

Analytical Results
NAD=No Asbestos Detected

011

Drywall / Texture

Locker Room

NAD

012

Ceiling Tile - 2’ x 4’

Operations Supervisor's Office

NAD

013

Vinyl Floor Tile - 12’’ x 12’’ Tan w/
Float

Locker Room

NAD

014

Drywall / Texture

Admin. Janitor’s Closet

NAD

015

Vinyl Floor Tile - 12’’ x 12’’ Brown

Admin. Janitor’s Closet

NAD

016

Cove Base w/ Brown Mastic

Admin. Janitor’s Closet

NAD

017

Ceiling Tile - 2’ x 4’

Human Resources Director’s Office

NAD

018

Drywall / Joint Compound / Tape

Human Resources Director’s Office Above T-Bar Ceiling

NAD

019

CMU Wall Coating - Black

Human Resources Director’s Office Above T-Bar Ceiling

NAD

020

Drywall / Joint Compound

Phone / Utility Closet

NAD
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Sample
Number
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Pre-Renovation Asbestos & Lead Containing Materials Assessment
MST Operations & Maintenance Facility
One Ryan Ranch Road, Monterey, California

Asbestos Containing Materials - continued
The following table is a listing of all suspect asbestos containing materials collected from the site. Items
containing asbestos are identified in RED. See Appendix B for the full analytical reports.
A s b e s t o s

S a m p l e

L o g

Material Sampled

Sample Location

Analytical Results
NAD=No Asbestos Detected

021

Drywall / Joint Compound

Admin Kitchen

NAD

022

Drywall / Texture

Admin Kitchen

NAD

023

Linoleum - Tan Speckle

Admin Kitchen

NAD

024

Cove Base w/ Tan Mastic

Admin Kitchen

NAD

025

Vinyl Floor Tile - 12’’ x 12’’ White
w/ Grey Streaks

Admin Copy Room

NAD

026

Under Sink Coating - Grey

Admin Kitchen Sink

NAD

027

Ceiling Tile - 2’ x 4’

Admin Cubicle - Low Ceiling

NAD

028

Ceiling Tile - 2’ x 4’

Admin Cubicle - High Ceiling

NAD

029

Ceiling Tile - 2’ x 4’

Admin Server Room

NAD

030

Duct Caulking

Admin - Cubicle Area Above T-Bar
Ceiling

NAD
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Sample
Number
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Pre-Renovation Asbestos & Lead Containing Materials Assessment
MST Operations & Maintenance Facility
One Ryan Ranch Road, Monterey, California

Asbestos Containing Materials - continued
The following table is a listing of all suspect asbestos containing materials collected from the site. Items
containing asbestos are identified in RED. See Appendix B for the full analytical reports.
A s b e s t o s

S a m p l e

L o g

Material Sampled

Sample Location

Analytical Results
NAD=No Asbestos Detected

031

Sound Proofing

Admin - Payroll Office

NAD

032

Drywall / Joint Compound

Admin - Office

NAD

033

Drywall / Texture

Admin - Office

NAD

034

Ceiling Tile - 4’’ x 4’’ Square
Pattern

Shop - Server Room

NAD

035

Vinyl Floor Tile - 12’’ x 12’’ Tan w/
Glue

Shop - Server Room

NAD

036

Cove Base - Blue

Shop - Server Room

NAD

037

Cove Base - Brown

Shop - Server Room

NAD

038

Texture on Wood

Shop - Server Room

NAD

039

Drywall / Joint Compound / Skim
Coat

Shop - Parts Mezzanine

NAD

040

HVAC Duct Seam Tape

Shop - Parts Mezzanine

NAD
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Sample
Number

Pre-Renovation Asbestos & Lead Containing Materials Assessment
MST Operations & Maintenance Facility
One Ryan Ranch Road, Monterey, California

Asbestos Containing Materials - continued
The following table is a listing of all suspect asbestos containing materials collected from the site. Items
containing asbestos are identified in RED. See Appendix B for the full analytical reports.
A s b e s t o s

S a m p l e

L o g

Material Sampled

Sample Location

Analytical Results
NAD=No Asbestos Detected

041

HVAC Duct Seam Tape

Shop - Parts Mezzanine

NAD

042

HVAC Duct Seam Tape

Shop - Parts Mezzanine, Utility Room
Wall

NAD

043

Drywall / Joint Compound

Shop - Parts Mezzanine, Mechanical
Room Wall

NAD

044

Drywall / Joint Compound

Shop - Men’s Restroom

NAD

045

Cove Base w/ Black Mastic

Shop - Stairwell Area to Parts Mezzanine

NAD

046

Drywall / Joint Compound

Shop - Parts Rooms

NAD

047

Drywall / Texture

Shop - Parts Rooms

NAD

048

Vinyl Floor Tile - 12’’ x 12’’ Grey

Shop - Break Room

NAD

049

HVAC Duct Seam Wrap

Server Mezzanine

NAD

050

Vinyl Floor Tile Core - Two Layers

Shop - Modular Office

NAD
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Sample
Number

Pre-Renovation Asbestos & Lead Containing Materials Assessment
MST Operations & Maintenance Facility
One Ryan Ranch Road, Monterey, California

Asbestos Containing Materials - continued
The following table is a listing of all suspect asbestos containing materials collected from the site. Items
containing asbestos are identified in RED. See Appendix B for the full analytical reports.
A s b e s t o s

S a m p l e

L o g

Material Sampled

Sample Location

Analytical Results
NAD=No Asbestos Detected

051

Ceiling Tile - 2’ x 4’

Shop - Modular Office

NAD

052

Stucco

Exterior - Lower Wall

NAD

053

Stucco

Exterior - Lower Wall

NAD

054

Stucco

Exterior - Lower Wall

NAD

055

Roof Core - Tar & Gravel

Admin Roof - Lower Roof

NAD

056

Penetration Mastic - Grayish in
Color

Admin Roof - Lower Roof

2% Chrysotile

057

Blue Stucco - Vertical Line
Pattern

Exterior - Upper Siding

NAD

058

Flashing Mastic

Exterior - Parapet Seams

2% Chrysotile

059

HVAC Caulking

Admin Roof - HVAC Units

2% Chrysotile

060

Roof Core - Tar & Gravel

Shop Roof - Upper Roof

NAD
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Sample
Number

Pre-Renovation Asbestos & Lead Containing Materials Assessment
MST Operations & Maintenance Facility
One Ryan Ranch Road, Monterey, California

Asbestos Containing Materials - continued
The following table is a listing of all suspect asbestos containing materials collected from the site. Items
containing asbestos are identified in RED. See Appendix B for the full analytical reports.
A s b e s t o s

S a m p l e

L o g

Material Sampled

Sample Location

Analytical Results
NAD=No Asbestos Detected

061

Parapet Roofing

Shop Roof - Upper Roof

NAD

062

Stucco - Vertical Blue Scored
Design

Exterior - Upper Siding

NAD

063

Stucco - Vertical Blue Scored
Design

Exterior - Upper Siding

NAD

064

Stucco

Perimeter Soffit Overhang

NAD
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Sample
Number
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Lead Paint & Ceramic Glazing
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Lead-Based Paint (LBP), as defined by EPA, is of concern both as a source of direct exposure through ingestion of paint
chips, and as a contributor to lead interior dust and exterior soil. Lead was widely used as a major ingredient in most
interior and exterior oil-based paints prior to 1950. Lead compounds continued to be used as corrosion inhibitors,
pigments and drying agents from the early 1950's. In 1972, the Consumer Products Safety Commission limited lead
content in new paint to 0.5% (5000 ppm) and, in 1978, to 0.06% (600 ppm). Today, for purposes of lead based paint
inspection, EPA defines LBP as paint containing greater than 0.5% (5000 ppm) lead by weight or greater than
1.0 mg/cm2 by surface area.
As of April 22, 2010 the EPA enacted the Renovation, Repair, and Painting Rule (RRP) to better protect building
occupants, primarily children, from lead exposure during construction activities. According to the rule, unless testing has
proven otherwise, paints must be assumed to be LBP in pre-1978 housing, childcare facilities, schools, or other locations
frequented by children. The presence of LBP invokes a number of requirements to be enacted to prevent a lead risk
hazard from being created. Amongst the requirements are contractor certification for lead safe work practices (RRP
Certified), educational outreach for occupants, and the documented usage of lead safe work practices.
Employee exposure to lead is regulated under the Cal-OSHA Lead in Construction Standard (Title 8, California Code of
Regulations, Chapter 4, Subchapter 4, Article 4, Section 1532.1(p)). The standard does not define a lower ‘safe’ level
of lead in paint or other materials. Rather, the health threat is evaluated by an airborne exposure assessment. In an
occupational setting, the activity being conducted and the duration of that activity can result in a significant lead exposure
even for paints containing low levels of lead. The term ‘Lead Containing Paint (LCP)’ refers to paints containing any level
of paint above the analytical limits of detection. The presence of LCP requires contractor compliance with performance of
exposure assessment or having historical data from similar projects to demonstrate the task being performed does not
produce a significant exposure. Based on the exposure assessment, various engineering and personal protective
measures may need to be implemented to lower the exposure to lead.
Sampling was conducted by X-ray Fluorescence (XRF), which provides instant onsite analysis. S Tech uses a state of the
art Innov-X Delta Dynamic XRF that is able to penetrate all paint layers to identify concealed leaded coatings. For
statistical precision, the Innov-X reports a maximum lead content of ‘greater than (>) 5.0 mg/cm2’.
Due to the fact that all buildings on this property will be demolished, the project is exempt from the requirements of
the EPA RRP Rule. However, OSHA worker safety requirements do apply to this project.
The majority of the components at the site are painted. Overall paint conditions ranged from intact to defective, with the
majority of the defective paint on the exterior surfaces.
The following conclusions were arrived at from the XRF testing:
✴

Exterior EPA defined Lead-Based Paint (>5,000ppm or 1.0 mg/cm2) was not identified on any of the
exterior representative surfaces sampled.

✴

Interior EPA defined Lead-Based Paint (>5,000ppm or 1.0 mg/cm2) was not identified on any of the
interior representative surfaces sampled.

✴

Ceramic tile containing elevated lead content was identified in the wainscot tile of the administration
restrooms and in the cove base tile of the shop restrooms. The lead content exceeds 5.0 mg/cm2. The total
quantity of leaded ceramic tile, between the four bathrooms, is approximately 400 square feet.

✴

All paints and ceramics tested had quantifiable lead present. Contractors must conduct demolition work in
compliance with the Lead in Construction Standard. Certain high risk tasks such as abrasive blasting,
torching, or mechanical grinding may result in occupational lead exposure above the Action Level (AL) or
Permissible Exposure Limit (PEL).

The table on the following page is summary of the materials identified to contain elevated lead content. Following
the summary table is a list of all XRF assays conducted at the site.
See the summary for further guidance on the findings.
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Lead Paint & Ceramic Glazing - continued

Lead Summary Table - Positive Summary
The following materials were identified to contain elevated lead content:
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L e a d S u m m a r y Ta b l e

Room / Area

Component

Substrate

Analytical Results
XRF: mg/cm2

Classification

Admin Men’s and
Women’s
Restrooms

Ceramic Wainscot Tile

Ceramic

>5.00

Lead-Containing
Material

Shop Men’s and
Women’s
Restrooms

Ceramic Base Tile

Ceramic

>5.00

Lead-Containing
Material
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Lead Paint & Ceramic Glazing - continued
EPA Lead-Based Paint is lead content in excess of 5,000 ppm by bulk analysis or greater than 1.0 mg / cm2 by XRF.
Sampling is representative, if one painted component is found to contain lead, other like components are assumed
to also be lead containing, unless otherwise noted. Note that the presence of lead may trigger certain Cal-OSHA
requirements for worker health and safety.

Lead Analysis by X-ray Fluorescence
Analysis

Area

Component

Substrate

XRF: mg/cm2

1

XRF

Exterior

Siding - Lower

Stucco

<0.01

2

XRF

Exterior

Siding - Upper (Blue)

Stucco

<0.01

3

XRF

Exterior

Siding

CMU

<0.01

4

XRF

Interior

Wall

Drywall

<0.01

5

XRF

Interior

Wall

Drywall

<0.01

6

XRF

Interior

Wall

Drywall

<0.01

7

XRF

Interior

Wall

Drywall

<0.01

8

XRF

Interior

Wall

CMU

0.04

9

XRF

Interior

Wall

CMU

0.01

10

XRF

Interior - Admin Men’s RR

Floor Tile

Ceramic

<0.01

11

XRF

Interior - Admin Men’s RR

Wainscot Tile

Ceramic

>5.00

12

XRF

Interior - Admin Women’s RR

Floor Tile

Ceramic

<0.01

13

XRF

Interior - Admin Women’s RR

Wainscot Tile

Ceramic

>5.00

14

XRF

Interior

Door Frame

Metal

<0.01

15

XRF

Interior

Door

Wood

<0.01

16

XRF

Interior - Above Drop Ceiling

Structural Steel (Red)

Metal

<0.01

17

XRF

Interior

Structural Post (Red)

Wood

<0.01

18

XRF

Interior - Shop Men’s RR

Floor Tile

Ceramic

<0.01

19

XRF

Interior - Shop Men’s RR

Base Tile

Ceramic

>5.00

20

XRF

Interior - Shop Women’s RR

Floor Tile

Ceramic

<0.01

21

XRF

Interior - Shop Women’s RR

Base Tile

Ceramic

>5.00

22

XRF

Shop Mezzanine

Steel Post

Metal

0.03

23

XRF

Interior Shop

Ceiling

Drywall

<0.01

24

XRF

Interior

Ceiling

Drywall

<0.01

25

XRF

Exterior

Canopy Framing

Metal

<0.01
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Assay
Number
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Summary
Asbestos

Contractors should be aware that concealed spaces may harbor additional suspect material. Asbestos cement pipes
may be concealed within wall cavities and found in underground utility pipes. Should additional suspect materials be
identified during the course of the demolition work, stop and contact us to assess and sample if necessary. Note, if the
fire doors throughout the facility will not be re-used, representative doors must be cored to determine the
make up of the fireproofing material. Additionally, the ceiling tile mastic must be sampled in the shop server
and break rooms prior to demolition of finishes.
If the fire doors are assumed ACM, then a notification for the removal of RACM must be submitted to the Monterey Bay
Unified Air Pollution Control District (MBUAPCD) ten business days prior to beginning removal. The roofing mastics and
HVAC caulking are non-friable materials and do not require notification prior to removal. Additionally, If load bearing walls
will be removed as part of the improvements, the contractor must submit a demolition notification to the MBUAPCD, ten
business days prior to beginning structural demolition. Visit the district at http://www.mbuapcd.org/. A copy of the survey
must be submitted with the demolition notification and a copy should be kept onsite while asbestos and demolition
related work occurs.
Lead-Containing Paint
EPA defined lead-based paint was not identified coating any representative component associated with the subject
building. However, ceramic tile containing high lead content was identified as were coatings containing trace lead
content. Contractors must ensure compliance with the Cal-OSHA, Lead in Construction Standard (CCR 1532.1). Any
material containing lead can result in occupational lead exposure depending on the task performed and the duration of
the task. Activities such as grinding and torching can release high levels of lead particulate into the air. Employers not
familiar with the requirements of the Lead in Construction standard can download a brief Cal-OSHA fact sheet by
following this link http://www.dir.ca.gov/dosh/dosh_publications/lead-fct-sheet-rev.pdf
Due to the high lead content in specific ceramic tile finishes, it is recommended that removal of the tile be conducted by
a speciality environmental contractor with lead trained personnel, using lead-safe work practices. This will ensure the
protection of contract workers and staff returning to the buildings. The tile should be waste characterized to ensure
proper disposal.
Verification of material quantities and site conditions are the responsibility of the contractors that will be
performing future abatement and demolition activities at this site. All estimates in this report will be verified
prior to bidding on any asbestos or lead removal work. Discrepancies and/or questions should be addressed
prior to bidding, not after.
Please contact S Tech Consulting with any questions regarding this assessment at 831.883.8415.

S Tech Consulting

Sean P. Til l ema
Certified Asbestos Consultant (CAC) #07-4257
Certified Lead Inspector / Risk Assessor #1646
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Prior to demolition work occurring, the identified asbestos containing materials must be removed by the appropriate
asbestos licensed contractor. A State of California, Division of Occupational Safety & Health (DOSH) licensed asbestos
removal contractor must be used to handle any materials with an asbestos content of greater than 0.1% (Asbestos
Containing Construction Material). All work must be conducted in strict accordance with Cal-OSHA’s asbestos standard,
8 CCR 1529 and the requirements of the Monterey Bay Unified Air Pollution Control District’s (MBUAPCD) Rule 424.
Waste must be disposed of in the correct landfill for the classification of asbestos being removed.

Pre-Renovation Asbestos & Lead Containing Materials Assessment
MST Operations & Maintenance Facility
One Ryan Ranch Road, Monterey, California

Limitations
This report is not intended to identify all hazards or unsafe conditions or to imply that others do not exist. This survey
was planned and implemented on the basis of a mutually agreed scope of work and STech’s experience in performing
this type of assessment.

Asbestos sampling was for the purpose of demolition and compliance with the requirements of the NESHAP regulations.
This was not an AHERA protocol inspection
STech Consulting has performed this survey in a professional manner using the degree of skill and care exercised for
similar projects under similar conditions, by reputable and competent environmental consultants. STech Consulting shall
not be responsible for conditions or consequences arising from relevant facts that were concealed, withheld, or not fully
disclosed at the time that this survey was conducted.
STech Consulting further states that no warranties, expressed or implied, are made regarding the quality, fitness, or
results to be achieved as a consequence of this report or impacted by information not properly disclosed to STech at the
time of this report. It further states that no responsibility is assumed for the control or correction of conditions or
practices existing at the premises of the client.
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The survey was limited to above ground, accessible materials. Areas outside our scope or inaccessible areas are
excluded from this report.

Pre-Renovation Asbestos & Lead Containing Materials Assessment
MST Operations & Maintenance Facility
One Ryan Ranch Road, Monterey, California
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Appendix A - Site Plans & Asbestos Sample Locations

Pre-Renovation Asbestos & Lead Containing Materials Assessment
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SUBJECT
SITE

Indicates Interior Sample !
Location
Indicates Exterior Sample !
Location
DATE PREPARED:

SOURCE:

DRAWING TITLE:

Google Earth

3/6/15
REVISION:

REVISION DATE:

PROJECT NO:

SCALE:

15035

NTS

PROJECT NAME:
MST Administrative Headquarters: One Ryan Ranch Road, Monterey, California

Asbestos Site Sample Location Plan
AERIAL
CLIENT:

FIGURE NO.

Denise Duffy & Associates, Inc.

A
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012
014
015
016

010

054
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013

017

053

018
019

011

(Above Ceiling)

009
032

008

027
045

031

052

001-005
006
021-024
030

(Above Ceiling)

044
Shop
Modular

047

050
051

033

046

025
026

029

020

028

034-038
064

048

Indicates Interior Sample !
Location
Indicates Exterior Sample !
Location
DATE PREPARED:

SOURCE:

DRAWING TITLE:

3/6/15
REVISION:

REVISION DATE:

PROJECT NO:

SCALE:

15035

NTS

PROJECT NAME:
MST Administrative Headquarters: One Ryan Ranch Road, Monterey, California

Asbestos Site Sample Location Plan
FIRST FLOOR
CLIENT:

FIGURE NO.

Denise Duffy & Associates, Inc.
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041

043
042

Shop
Mezzanine

Server
Mezzanine

049

039
040

Indicates Interior Sample !
Location
Indicates Exterior Sample !
Location
DATE PREPARED:

SOURCE:

DRAWING TITLE:

3/5/15
REVISION:

REVISION DATE:

PROJECT NO:

SCALE:

15035

NTS

PROJECT NAME:
MST Administrative Headquarters: One Ryan Ranch Road, Monterey, California

Asbestos Site Sample Location Plan
MEZZANINE
CLIENT:

FIGURE NO.

Denise Duffy & Associates, Inc.
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063
058
059

061
057

060

056
062

055

Indicates Interior Sample !
Location
Indicates Exterior Sample !
Location
DATE PREPARED:

SOURCE:

DRAWING TITLE:

3/5/15
REVISION:

REVISION DATE:

PROJECT NO:

SCALE:

15035

NTS

PROJECT NAME:
MST Administrative Headquarters: One Ryan Ranch Road, Monterey, California

Asbestos Site Sample Location Plan
ROOF
CLIENT:

FIGURE NO.

Denise Duffy & Associates, Inc.
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A note to contractors bidding work on this project, the contractor is to adhere to the conclusions stated in the
executive summary and the summary tables. The consultant reviews the laboratory data and makes recommendations
based upon a conservative interpretation of the analytical data. In many situations, not all samples of a particular
material need be asbestos or lead containing to make the recommendation for removal as ACM or LBP. EPA and
OSHA clearly state that the consultant should err on the side of caution when a particular material is found to contain
asbestos or lead in some, but not necessarily all, of the collected samples. It is not the contractor or field supervisor’s
role to interpret the laboratory data and then change the conclusions or scope of work. If a concern or issue arises, the
contractor should contact STech to discuss and we will review accordingly.
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Appendix B - Asbestos Laboratory Reports

Pre-Renovation Asbestos & Lead Containing Materials Assessment
MST Operations & Maintenance Facility
One Ryan Ranch Road, Monterey, California

Appendix C - Site Photos
Identified Asbestos Containing Materials

Typical Skylight Mastic

Typical Penetration Mastic
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Typical Parapet Seam Mastic
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Appendix C - Site Photos
Identified Asbestos Containing Materials

Typical HVAC Caulking
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Typical Penetration Mastic
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Appendix C - Site Photos
Assumed Asbestos Containing Materials - Until Confirmation Sampling Can Occur

Ceiling tile system in shop server and break rooms. Glue must be assessed prior to demolition
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Fire Door Labels - Must confirm non-asbestos prior to demolition

Pre-Renovation Asbestos & Lead Containing Materials Assessment
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Appendix C - Site Photos
Lead Containing Ceramic Tile

Shop Restroom Base Tile
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Admin. Restroom Wainscot Tile

